RCare inks deal with wired nurse call
system from Belgium, Opens door for
multinational sales.

For Immediate Release:
Webster, NY. - June 7, 2019
RCare, Inc., maker of wireless nurse call and monitoring solutions, announced today a partnership with
iCall wired nurse call system by IndigoCare. This partnership provides RCare with exclusive distribution
of the iCall wired nurse call system in North America and parts of Latin America. The addition of this
new wired product offering, dubbed the iCube, will be fully integrated into RCare’s wireless nurse call
solutions, enabling clients to have more options for a wired, wireless or hybrid nurse call solution.
Like all RCare nurse call technologies, RCare’s new iCube is UL-certified. Communities that require a
wired or mixed nurse call system can now benefit from RCare’s state-of-the-art features, including
RCare’s monitoring solutions, mobile caregiving devices, advanced analytics and rich reporting tools.
Communities upgrading to RCare from other wired solutions can also leverage existing wiring for cost
savings.
“There are so many organizations that need so much more than just a traditional nurse call system, yet
are limited in options because they may require wired solutions” said Myron Kowal, RCare’s founder
and CEO. “With this integration, RCare can offer the necessary tools and features, while ensuring
regulatory needs have been met.”
RCare is delighted to welcome Channel Manager, Niels Coch, to the RCare sales force. Prior to RCare,
Niels was solely responsible for running IndigoAmerica, IndigoCare’s North American distribution
network. “Niels brings industry experience and expertise for our iCube offering,” said Kowal. “Plus, he’s
a great guy and he plays a mean guitar. We’re lucky to have him on our team”.
RCare’s advanced wireless and wired nurse call systems offer premium communications, on-the-go
caregiving devices, rich reporting and cutting-edge patient location features. Optional add-ons include:
resident monitoring, personal emergency response, advanced resident location, staff duress, environmental
monitoring, multi-site enterprise dashboard and customized analytics.

RCare is interoperable and flexible with various industry partnerships and integrations including:
PointClickCare, Amazon Alexa, Accutech Resident Wander Guard, vcpi and now the Indigo iCube.

ABOUT RCare
RCare is a global provider of wireless nurse call and personal emergency response systems for the
entire spectrum of eldercare and senior living. Our components integrate into a variety of healthcare
communication systems to create efficient and verifiable responses to medical emergencies. RCare
works together with distribution partners to build individualized, flexible and seamless systems to
enhance both caregiving and resident quality of life. Contact info@rcareinc.com or call 585-671-4144.

